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From a mix of green, golden, overripe and violet berries picked in the second half of September, 

the 2019 Lorcher Schlossberg Riesling Beerenauslese is concentrated and precise on the spicy 

nose that comes along as precise as an ice wine, with concentrated yet fine fruit and a touch of 

honey. Bottled with 11.1 grams per liter of total acidity, this is a laser sword on the palate—highly 

piquant and concentrated but fresh, pure and finessed, with a salty-mineral, grippy, beautifully 

piquant and salty finish. This is an extraordinary, very stimulating BA that was bottled in early April 

this year. Tasted in May 2020. 

The COVID-19 pandemic has also hit Eva Fricke terribly. She exports nearly 75% of her annual production, predominantly 

to the US, yet this year shipping wine has been extremely difficult so far. However, 2019 is a great vintage for Eva Fricke, 

and she shouldn't have any problems selling the vintage, which is exceptional in quality but rather low in quantity. Eva 

Fricke has never offered better wines than today. What ripeness, roundness and energy her 2019s have! Some wines are 

made for eternity, namely the two TBAs, Kapellenberg and Krone, and the BA from the Schlossberg—her very first TBAs and 

Bas—which are incredibly good and among the finest I have tasted from these categories this year. "We sorted the raisins 

again and again to produce something like a perfect TBA, since this has not been my domain so far," Eva commented when 

she presented her wines in my home office at the end of May. "However, last year I had to try it, and I have been aiming for 

exceptional quality because otherwise it wouldn't have made sense to produce TBA for me. It is a lot of work and risk, and 

this should pay off." The result: Eva's TBAs touched my soul. They were not just perfectly selected but so vital, energetic and 

digestible; they are a consolidation of everything I adore about the 2019 vintage for—ripeness and concentration paired 

with finesse and elegance and this unrivalled precision, energy and tension! I didn't manage to spit out either of the TBAs 

since I knew they would never ever touch my palate again. The production is ridiculously low, and the small bottles will be 

sold out far too soon, no matter the price, which had not yet been fixed in May. The downside, Eva explained, is that "with 

the reduced crop and the additional loss through sunburn, we faced the smallest yield ever. Our loss was 60% in Lorch and 

20% in the upper Rheingau—in total 20,000bottles. The financial consequence for us is evident. As the past three years 

show, climate change is obvious; we will have to learn to deal with it technically, and we need to redefine and adjust all our 

business planning profoundly." But Riesling aficionados have more to buy here than the rare and expensive noble sweet 

wines. Namely, the wines that didn't ferment to fully dry are exciting, too. The medium-sweet Lorcher Schlossberg and the 

medium-dry Lorchhäuser Seligmacher are both spectacular and have everything on board for decades to age. Both have the 

potential to become Rheingau legends in 20 and still even in 30 years. Warmth and sufficient water in the soil had ensured 

rapid growth in 2019, and the flowering season began around the 12th of June. This is extremely early but still 14 days later 

than it should have bloomed in 2020! The summer months of June and July were very hot and dry and sometimes led to 

drought stress. In combination with the high yields of 2018, Eva thought it would be advisable to cut grapes from the vines 

at the end of June, especially to relieve old and young plants in order to avoid emergency ripening. However, adversity 

came in the form of sunburn in the third week of July, when temperatures climbed to over 40 degrees Celsius. "As early as 

10 in the morning, it looked as if someone had been walking through the vineyards with a Bunsen burner, especially in the 

southwest-facing sites, whether in Lorch or Kiedrich," Eva recalls. "We suffered a good 20% loss here, having previously 

relieved the vines of around 15% of their crop." In the end, a yield of only 32 hectoliters per hectare remained on average, 

especially since the rain that started on October 8th had led to further selections. At that time, the bulk of the harvest was 

already in the cellar, and it could only be great. "The 2019 fermenting musts were indescribably aromatic, and the wines 

have an energy never seen before," says Eva. "No idea what the reason really was. September was great, after small rain 

showers in August let the vines breathe a sigh of relief. Because of the temperature differences during the day and night, we 

always had dew in September mornings. The air was indescribably clear and fresh. In Burgundy, our colleagues could even 

see the Mont Blanc," remembers Eva, who started the harvest around September 13th and 14th. Incidentally, the yields were 

extremely low in the Seligmacher, Schlossberg and Krone where, according to Eva, only 60% to 70% of the normal crop 

could be harvested. The wines from these sites—all of them insanely concentrated and endowed with great vitality and 

energy—then became Eva's very best. Especially the Lorchhäuser Krone shines in the Auslese category and also in the TBA 

category, for which only the very best berries were used after repeated selection. The "dry" Krone was not ready at the end 

of May, because one barrel was still fermenting, as well as one for the Lorch village wine, which was also still missing. "It 

seems that our vines get stronger with every additional year of organic farming. We observe that the moon constellation, 

and the differences are showing in the wines—more expressive and clearer than ever before," says Eva, who is convinced 

that she has harvested "the best vintage ever."Her wines are currently not imported to the US. Readers who are interested in 

her wines should contact the domain. 
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